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1111        IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

Background to ECU 

Founded in 1988, The ECU Group plc (“ECU”) is the UK’s longest established foreign currency debt manager. Over 
the two decades following inception, ECU became established as the UK’s leading currency debt management firm and 
one of the fastest growing and most profitable private businesses in the country.   
 
While managing debt in foreign currencies is not an unknown activity, it is certainly a specialist one – and one in which 
ECU is uniquely qualified. The company’s flagship Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme has been in operation 
for a quarter of a century, propelling ECU as the global leader in this specialist field. 
 
Since 1988, ECU has striven to ally the potential of the dynamics of the FX market with a means of managing client 
debt. Throughout history all major currencies have endured significant cycles - both up and down - generating 
opportunities for the capital reduction of debt. 
   
The aim of our Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme is to borrow currencies that are expected to weaken 
against our clients’ home base currencies over time, thereby offering the potential for debt reduction and, where 
possible, lower servicing costs through beneficial interest rate differentials.   
 
Neither the notion nor the reality of turning a liability into an asset over time escaped the attention of a number of 
major private banking groups who have introduced systems and procedures so that their more financially sophisticated 
clients can utilise this innovative debt management product - not just in respect of their property financing 
requirements but also as a means of bespoke leverage within their diversified investment portfolios. These innovative 
multi-currency lending products offered clients the ability to gain additional exposure to undervalued assets within a 
downturn, or alternatively, entirely new investment strategies, without disturbing existing investments. The result was an 
important development in the range of international wealth management tools now available. 

The “Synthetic” Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme  

However, following the onslaught of the global banking, financial and economic markets crisis in 2007/8, the appetite 
for banking groups to lend all but evaporated, as they sought to deleverage their balance sheets and restructure their  
businesses. In the private banking sector, we have seen lending criteria tighten markedly and both the costs of 
borrowing and the entry criteria for establishing (or maintaining) a private banking relationship and a multi-currency 
loan facility have risen excessively. For many, it has become either impossible or simply financially unviable to establish 
or maintain multi-currency loan facilities through the traditional banking route.  
 
For ECU clients, including those whose lending bank is no longer offering a multi-currency facility upon the maturity of 
existing facilities on reasonable or acceptable terms, we have developed a “synthetic” alternative to the “physical” Multi-
Currency Debt Management Programme that we have traditionally offered.   
 
Our Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme has the same broad underlying principles, methodologies 
and capabilities that ECU offers via the “physical” Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme. This alternative 
“synthetic” programme essentially replicates the performance of the traditional “physical” programme, by employing the 
same currency strategies adopted in respect of our “physical programme”, except that these are operated by engaging 
in FX forwards or “rolling spot” transactions.  
 
The principal difference is that with the “physical” programme, physical delivery takes place and the client’s loan facility 
is actually redenominated into the new currency(ies) on the value date of the currency switch implemented and, 
thereafter, the client pays interest in accordance with the borrowing rates applicable to those currencies borrowed. By 
contrast, the “synthetic” programme simply trades the desired debt currencies, short against the investor’s Base 
Currency (typically GBP for UK property borrowers) via FX forwards or rolling spot transactions.  With FX forwards or 
rolling spot transactions, any interest rate differential, between the client’s Base Currency and those currencies traded 
short against the client’s Base Currency, will be broadly reflected in the FX prices obtained. In effect, the cash flow 
benefits/costs on the “physical” debt programme are converted into a capital gain/loss consideration under the 
“synthetic” programme.   
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Other differences between the “physical” and “synthetic” programmes involve their regulatory and tax treatments: 
 
• The “synthetic” programme utilises instruments which are “investments of a specified kind” under the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) and thus the programme is deemed to be a “regulated activity,” 
giving rise to differences in its regulatory status (Please see Section 13.1 “Regulatory Status”).  

 
• For clients of the “Synthetic” programme who are resident in the UK for tax purposes, it is our understanding 

that any gains or losses will be subject to the UK Capital Gains Tax regime (Please see Section 13.2 “Taxation 
Guidelines”). 

 
The trading strategies employed by the Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme are otherwise the 
same as those made for the “physical” programme, rendering any capital gain (or loss) made on the “synthetic” 
programme broadly similar to the reduction (or increase) in debt and any cash flow benefit/cost achieved on our 
“physical” debt management programme. 
 
As with our “physical” debt programme, our Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme seeks to exploit 
cycles, trends and extreme divergences from market fundamentals. Strategies are constructed around medium-term 
trends and the perceived relative weakness of selected currencies against the client’s Base Currency, as identified using 
a range of macro-economic, fundamental and technical analysis inputs.  
 

SIPP Investment Status 

ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme is a permitted SIPP investment with a number of SIPP 
providers, although some restrictions may apply.  Clients are advised to check with their SIPP provider.  Please note 
that ECU does not provide any pension related investment advice whatsoever, thus prospective clients considering an 
investment in a Managed Currency Account via their SIPP should be separately and independently advised by their 
financial advisor. 

2222  The Synthetic MultiThe Synthetic MultiThe Synthetic MultiThe Synthetic Multi----Currency Debt Management Account:  Currency Debt Management Account:  Currency Debt Management Account:  Currency Debt Management Account:  “Key Facts”  

   Objective:    Synthetic exposure to ECU’s flagship “physical” Multi-Currency  
        Debt Management Programme (See Section 6.3 “Objectives”).  

   Portfolio Diversification:         Currency performance is not dependent on favourable economic 
        conditions or rising asset prices. However, under the Synthetic  
        Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme strategy, a stable or 
        rising Base Currency relative to the adopted synthetic debt  
        currencies is required in order to benefit from the strategy. 

   Liquidity:        FX, the world’s largest and most liquid market, is open 24 hours a 
        day, five days a week.  

   Transparency:                 Online account monitoring.  

2.1  Markets traded  

US dollar   (USD)           Euro    (EUR)  

Japanese yen  (JPY)    British pound  (GBP)  

Swiss franc   (CHF)   Australian dollar  (AUD)  

Canadian dollar  (CAD)    

2.2  Benchmark Currencies  

GBP  EUR  USD  
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2.3  Minimum Investment Size (i.e. Synthetic Loan Size) 

        GBP  £250,000  (requires a minimum initial cash / margin deposit of GBP 25,000) 

  EUR  €350,000  (requires a minimum initial cash / margin deposit of EUR 35,000) 

  USD  $500,000  (requires a minimum initial cash / margin deposit of USD 50,000) 

2.4  Charges   

ECU charges a banded Management Fee scale, as set out below (and payable in twelve monthly 
instalments) and a quarterly 20% Performance Fee. The Annual Management Fee is based on the 
Investment Size, this being the amount to which a client’s account may be fully exposed by way of net 
open market position(s), as explained in more detail in Section 6.6.     

2.5   Discretionary Management Services  

As explained fully in Section 8, ECU’s currency management is a discretionary service, which means that all currency 
trading decisions are made at the absolute discretion of ECU’s Investment Team. 

2.6   Termination  

The limited Power of Attorney mandating ECU’s discretionary management services may be terminated by the client 
serving written notice at any point. 

3333        Investment Philosophy, Methodology & ProcessInvestment Philosophy, Methodology & ProcessInvestment Philosophy, Methodology & ProcessInvestment Philosophy, Methodology & Process    

Our entire investment approach is based upon an ever adjusting balance of key considerations.  We do not believe that 
there is, or ever will be, a 'Holy Grail' when it comes to financial forecasting. The financial marketplace is continuously 
evolving and the core influences and driving forces change over time, requiring an open degree of adaptability and 
refinement to one’s investment process.   
 
Whilst ECU draws on a full range of investment principles and methodologies, we maintain, as distinct from many, an 
overriding discretionary control over our management programmes.  At ECU, we believe that the progressive, hands 
on engagement of our investment process by high calibre and fully accountable investment professionals – subject to 
ECU’s risk management protocols - is preferable to a number of rigid or systematic processes which have become 
increasingly susceptible to swift over-replication and market exploitation. On balance, the increasing potential for major 
unforeseen events in the world today points us to a preference for experience, underpinned by a deep understanding 
of markets, over automation.   
 
The key to successful currency trading in today’s less-than-simple environment of disequilibrium between major 
economies and the challenging implications of shifting demographic trends, lies therefore in the formulation,       
execution and monitoring of a coherent global macro strategy.  

Base Currency 

GBP  ≤  £1m > £1m ≤ £5m > £5m ≤ £10m > £10m  

EUR ≤  €1.35m > €1.35m ≤ €6.75m > €6.75m ≤ €13.5m > €13.5m  

USD ≤  $1.75m > $1.75m ≤ $8.75m > $8.75m ≤ $17.5m > $17.5m  

Annual  

Management Fee  1% 0.85%  0.75% 0.65% 

Investment Size (i.e. Synthetic Loan Size) 
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In determining our own global macro strategy, we draw upon the breadth and experience of our Investment    
Committee, members of which contribute their considerable experience, expertise and independent views from each 
of their own specialist focal points (be they economics, technical analysis, monetary policy, international politics, market 
intelligence or trading and execution) to assist us in developing a balanced and informed high level investment roadmap. 

The Global Macro Team’s high level process helps ECU to formulate its “big picture” global investment roadmap from 
which all the company’s products and services derive their individual bearings.  

Having already derived a comprehensive and coherent “big picture” global macro roadmap through the Global Macro 
Team process that considers all the core elements and drivers of foreign exchange forecasting, major trading currencies 
are then distilled for their relative currency strengths or weaknesses over a medium-term time horizon.   

Our resultant FX rankings are then adjusted for the prevailing interest rate differentials and strategically re-examined 
with trusted and reliable long, medium and short term technical analysis doctrines and other important considerations 
(eg. market positioning, sentiment, volatility, risk/reward analysis), to produce a tactical “FX Roadmap”.  

This FX Roadmap is fine-tuned by the investment managers, on an on-going basis and in the light of market         
developments, and forms the central basis around which our discretionary currency asset and debt management 
programmes operate. We believe that this thorough and disciplined “top down, bottom up”, ever evolving       
investment methodology and process forms the foundation for successful long term performance. 

4444        Global Macro Team Global Macro Team Global Macro Team Global Macro Team     

ECU’s Global Macro Team was established in 1992 and meets formally on a quarterly basis to provide independent 
views on the global macro-economic outlook. The Global Macro Team is purely advisory and does not make 
investment decisions. All trading decisions are taken by ECU’s in house Investment Team (see Section 5 - “Investment 
Team”).  
 
The role of the Global Macro Team, whose highly regarded members are advisers to a number of the world’s largest 
fund managers, institutions, central banks and governments, is to assist the Investment Team in their in depth 
consideration of all the core elements and drivers of the FX market and to help formulate the tactical “FX Roadmap” 
around which the ECU’s Physical and Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programmes operate.  
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In addition to ECU’s Chief Investment Officer (Michael Petley) and Head of Trading (Neil Staines), the Global Macro 
Team comprises: 

 Professor Charles Goodhart CBE 

Professor Charles Goodhart CBE is an independent member of ECU's Global Macro Team, 
specialising in global Central Bank Policy. Charles worked at the Bank of England for 17 years as 
a monetary adviser, becoming a Chief Adviser in 1980. A former member of the Bank of 
England Monetary Policy Committee, Charles is Emeritus Professor of Banking & Finance at the 
London School of Economics and a Senior Economic Consultant for Morgan Stanley.  

 
Stephen Jen 

Stephen Jen is managing partner of SLJ Macro Partners LLP (ECU’s JV partner in Institutional 
Global Macro and FX Overlay Services) and one of the three investment managers of ECU's 
Institutional Global Macro and Active FX Overlay Strategies. From 2009 to 2011, Stephen was 
MD of Macroeconomics & Currencies at Bluegold Capital. Previously, Stephen was with 
Morgan Stanley for 12 years, latterly as Global Head of Currency Research, having spent four 
years as an economist with the IMF, after attaining his PhD in Economics from the MIT.  

 

George Magnus  

George Magnus is a long standing and independent member of ECU's Global Macro Team, 
specialising in global macroeconomic trends and the global financial system. George is Senior 
Economic Adviser at UBS Investment Bank, where he was previously Chief Economist for 
seven years. His former roles include Chief International Economist at UBS and Head of Fixed 
Income Research and Chief Economist at S.G.Warburg. George is also the author of two 
books The Age of Aging and Uprising published by John Wiley & Sons.  

 

Neil MacKinnon 

Neil MacKinnon is a long-standing and independent member of ECU's Global Macro Team, 
and was ECU's Chief Currency Strategist for six years. He was formerly Chief Economist at 
Nexus Capital (part of the Soros Group), and has served as Chief Currency Strategist at both 
Citibank and Merrill Lynch. Neil began his career with HM Treasury, where he was involved 
with economic forecasting, and is currently Global Macro Strategist at VTB Capital.  
 

Kit Juckes  

Kit Juckes is a long-standing and independent member of ECU's Global Macro Team and Head 
of FX Strategy at Société Générale. Kit has over 25 years’ experience having commenced his 
career in 1985 with Money Market Services. His former roles include Chief Economist at ECU, 
Global Head of Research at RBS Global Banking & Markets and Head of Bond and FX Strategy 
at NatWest Markets.  
 

Robin Griffiths  

Robin Griffiths is Chief Technical Strategist at ECU, a role he previously performed at HSBC 
Investment Bank for 20 years before becoming Head of Global Asset Allocation at Rathbones, 
and then a director and technical strategist for Cazenove Capital Management. Robin was a 
Partner of WI Carr and Head of Technical Analysis at Grieveson Grant. Robin has been a 
member of ECU's Global Macro Team for over twenty years.  
 

Simon Hunt 

Simon Hunt is a long-standing and independent member of ECU's Global Macro Team, 
specialising in China and some of the major industrial commodity markets. In 1975, Simon 
founded Brook Hunt, a market leading provider of market analysis across the metals and mining 
markets (now part of Wood Mackenzie). In 1996, Simon left Brook Hunt to form Simon Hunt 
Strategic Services which provides global economic research services. Simon has spent 2-3 
months a year for over 20 years visiting factories across China and has an office in Beijing.     
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5555        Investment TeamInvestment TeamInvestment TeamInvestment Team    

ECU’s experienced Investment Team is responsible for making and implementing all trading decisions for all ECU’s 
currency management programmes.  
 
Michael Petley, ECU’s Chief Investment Officer, is supported by Neil Staines, ECU’s Head of Trading, and Pawel Szpak, 
ECU’s Head of Trading Support & Settlements. 

Chief Investment Officer     -  Michael Petley  

Michael Petley founded ECU in 1988 and was CEO and Chief Investment Officer for 19 
years. He has 25 years’ experience in managing FX mandates and presided over the highly 
successful management of all ECU's core currency products until November 2007, 
positioning ECU as a pioneering leader in its field. He returned to ECU in 2011 and is 
ECU’s Chief Investment Officer and Chairman of  its Global Macro Team.   
 

Head of Trading       -  Neil Staines  

Neil Staines is ECU’s Head of Trading. He was formerly Head of Investment at 3D 
Currency Management. Previously, Neil worked at RBS Global Banking & Markets, latterly 
as Head of FX Proprietary Trading.  Neil and his team are responsible for the execution, 
monitoring and risk management of ECU’s trading strategies. Neil graduated from 
University College London with a degree in Statistics, Computing, Operational Research 
and Economics.  
 

Head of Trade Support & Settlements   -   Pawel Szpak 

Pawel Szpak is Head of Trade Support and Settlements at ECU.  Pawel has a Bachelor of 
Commerce degree in Accountancy from the University of Kwazulu Natal and started his 
career as an Audit Clerk at Deloitte, where he qualified as a Chartered Accountant.  Most 
recently, Pawel was a Financial Controller at RBS, having previously worked with Deutsche 
Bank.  
 

6666        How it worksHow it worksHow it worksHow it works    

6.1   What is a Managed Currency Account? 

An ECU Managed Currency Account is an account in the name of, and owned by, a single investor that is managed on 
a discretionary basis by ECU’s Investment Team under a standardised power of attorney, accepted by the bank or 
financial institution with which the client’s monies are held and administered (the “Account Provider”).  
 
The defining characteristics are the retention by the investor of ownership of and (non-trading) access to the account. 
The account will be opened at a bank, broker or platform provider nominated by the client (see Section 9 - “Account 
Provider“). 
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6.2   The Basics  

The ECU Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Account has the following features: 

Capital Growth:  ECU trades the major currencies (USD, EUR, JPY, GBP, CHF, AUD, CAD). ECU may sell – take a 
   short position in – a currency when it expects it to fall in value against the investor’s Base Currency 
   in line with ECU’s physical Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme.  

Diversification: Successful currency management is not dependent on favourable economic conditions or rising 
 asset prices. As such, returns from currency strategies are not often correlated with traditional asset 
classes such as equities, bonds and property. This allows investors to diversify their overall 
 investment portfolio risk with the inclusion of managed currency products. However, as is the case 
with ECU’s physical debt programme, successful trades with the Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt 
Management Programme require the adopted currencies traded to weaken against the client’s 
nominated Base Currency. In effect, the Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme is 
a “long-only” strategy in the client's nominated Base Currency.    

Liquidity:   The Foreign Exchange market, which is the world’s largest, with an estimated $4 trillion traded daily, 
   is open for trading 24 hours a day in the time zone adjusted working week. 

Transparency:  The client has direct access to the account and, depending upon the Account Provider chosen, can 
   usually monitor performance online. The client retains ownership of the account and is able to  
   terminate ECU’s Power of Attorney and mandate upon written notice. The exact terms may vary 
   between Account Providers.  

6.3  Objective  

To seek capital growth by adopting similar currency exposure strategies to those undertaken by ECU’s physical Multi-
Currency Debt Management Programme. The Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme seeks to 
achieve this objective by trading major currencies utilising strategies that have been constructed around medium-term 
trends, based upon the exploitation of anticipated weakness of specific currencies against the client’s Base Currency, as 
identified using a range of macro-economic, fundamental and technical analysis inputs.  

6.4  Trading Methodology  

The ECU Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme is designed to achieve performance closely 
correlated to that of ECU’s physical Multi-Currency Debt Management programme. All trades will involve selling, or 
taking a short position in targeted currencies against the investor’s Base Currency (with the exception of trades made 
to close out an existing position).  
 

 
Example:  When the Investment Team expects the value of a currency to move lower against the client’s nominated 
  Base Currency, it might sell or take a short position in that currency against the Benchmark Currency.  

6.5  Structure  

ECU does not hold client money; all cash and open positions are held in, and through, each individual client account 
with the chosen Account Provider.  

The client gives permission under a limited Power of Attorney to ECU to trade the nominated account in          
accordance with the Private Client Agreement for Discretionary Account Management Services (Client Agreement) 
between ECU and the client. 
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6.6  Margin Trading  

In order to gain access to ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme, clients will need to first 
obtain a trading facility with their preferred bank, broker or platform provider (“Account Provider”). This, typically, will 
be a margin trading account.  

Margin trading allows clients to specify an amount of exposure to any of ECU’s trading programmes/strategies that they 
are comfortable with whilst only being required to place a proportion of this desired exposure (referred to as the 
“Investment Size”) by way of an initial cash deposit (also referred to as “Initial Margin”).  

ECU requires a minimum initial cash deposit of 10% of the nominated Investment Size or Synthetic Loan Size (see 
Section 6.8 - “Investment Size”) to be placed into the client’s account with the Account Provider before access to 
ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme may be initiated. It is the client’s specified Investment 
Size and not the amount of cash resources held in the client’s account with their Account Provider which shall, at any 
given time, govern the amount of exposure a client may have to ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management 
Programme . 

Margin trading thus allows clients to apply varying degrees of leverage within their accounts as the total market value of 
currency positions traded may be significantly in excess of the amount of cash resources deposited. This ability to 
leverage has the effect of significantly increasing the potential profits, and losses, on each trade when compared with the 
initial cash deposited in the account and the amount required (referred to as “Margin Requirement”) for each trade 
transacted on the client’s account.  

Margin trading requires the client to deposit with the Account Provider a sum, often referred to as the “Initial Cash 
Deposit” or “Initial Margin”, which represents a percentage (normally between 10% and 25% - depending on the 
Account Provider’s terms and client preference) of the client’s desired “Investment Size”. The Investment Size is the 
amount to which a client account may be fully exposed by way of net open market positions. The Synthetic Multi-
Currency Debt Management Programme will not enter into transactions that would render the client’s account having a 
net aggregate market exposure in trading positions that exceeded the client’s nominated Investment Size.  

The percentage that any “Initial Cash Deposit” represents to the Investment Size will vary depending on the desired 
leverage multiple adopted by the client, subject to satisfaction of ECU’s suitability requirements. The purpose of the 
“Initial Cash Deposit” is to cover the margin requirements of the Account Provider and to act as security against 
potential trading losses up to a pre-agreed level. Investment returns are measured against the Investment Size and not 
against the amounts held in the client’s account at any one time, which will vary. It is the responsibility of all clients to 
ensure that they have adequate cash resources in their margin account at all times so as to ensure continuity of trading 
exposure to ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme. 

Trading on margin means that any market movement will have a leveraged effect on the profit and loss of the positions 
taken, when compared to the amount of margin deposited in the margin account at any one time. At a certain point, 
adverse trading performance may erode the cash resources within a client’s account such that further cash resources 
(margin) may be required. In such circumstances, the Account Provider will request that the client pays additional 
monies into the account or have the margin shortfall covered by closing trading positions. This is generally referred to 
as a “Margin Call” (see Section 6.7, “Margin Calls”).  

Depending on the Account Provider’s systems where the account is held, clients may have viewing access to an 
internet based platform which may calculate and show, in real time, both the cash used for margin and the unused cash 
balance on the account.  

Currency trading itself is high risk. This risk is magnified when more leverage is applied and, while profits are    
magnified, so too are losses and thus a small market movement will lead to a proportionately larger movement in the 
value of the account. It is therefore recommended that clients only adopt the Investment Size and a degree of leverage 
in their accounts that they are comfortable with and is proportionate to their overall financial position.  It should be 
remembered that ECU will be trading positions in line with the client’s specified Investment Size at all times and this will 
not be influenced in any way by the amount of cash resources or margin held in the client’s account with the Account 
Provider.   
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Clients are free to add and remove the amount of cash resources held in their account with the Account Provider in 
accordance with the terms of their account with the Account Provider, subject to ECU’s minimum requirements.  
Clients are advised to have a clear understanding of  the process and requirements in respect of adding or removing 
funds into their margin account prior to investing in ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme. 

6.7  Margin Calls  

If currency positions move adversely, the losses incurred will erode the available cash balance (margin) in the client’s 
account.  Should the cash balance in the margin account diminish to a certain level, then the Account Provider will 
require additional cash resources to be transferred into the client’s account in order that the client’s desired exposure 
to ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme  can be maintained.  Furthermore, it should be 
noted that Account Providers will also have pre-set limits and conditions whereby they will reserve the right to close 
out all open trading positions on the client’s account at the prevailing market prices. Clients are advised to ensure that 
they fully understand and accept the terms and conditions of their Account Provider before opening an account.  
 
In the event that certain conditions of the Account Provider are reached such that the automatic closure of all trading 
positions on a client’s account is implemented, it is possible that there will be the immediate requirement for the client 
to transfer sufficient funds in order to clear any overdrawn balances that may have been generated by trading losses 
that have exceeded the total cash/margin previously provided.  
 
Different Account Providers have widely different parameters and procedures for dealing with Margin Calls and the 
automatic closing of positions.  Accordingly, clients should be fully aware and accepting of this possibility and ensure 
that they are able to meet any margin calls made of them in this regard.  Furthermore, clients should also ensure that 
they and their Account Provider are, between them, totally clear as to the methodology and procedures which shall be 
adopted in the event that there are insufficient cash resources in their accounts, especially in the event that a client is 
unobtainable and thus unable to respond to any Margin Call made within a timely fashion. 

6.8  “Synthetic” Loan Size or Investment Size  

Accounts may be opened in any one of the three base currencies, Sterling (GBP), US Dollar (USD) or Euros (EUR). 
ECU operates a single trading strategy for all clients investing in ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management 
Programme irrespective of the base currency selected. ECU’s minimum initial Investment Size is £250,000, €350,000 or 
$500,000. The Investment Size is the maximum aggregate value of all net trading positions (upon opening of those 
positions) which can be traded on the client’s behalf at any one time, and is fixed by the client from the outset. 

Currency trading is high risk and the risk will be magnified the more leverage is applied to the trades. Depending on 
their risk appetite and profile, clients may wish to have their exposure to ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt 
Management Programme funded with the smallest initial cash deposit permissible, thereby adopting the greatest 
leverage achievable. For example, a client wanting to trade an Investment Size of £1m may prefer to fund an account 
with an Initial Cash Deposit (margin) of £100,000 (i.e. 10%).  A client wishing to adopt less leverage may prefer to fund 
the account with an initial margin deposit of, say, £200,000 (i.e 20%).   

Regardless of the amount initially deposited by clients to fund their accounts upon commencement of their exposure to 
ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme, it is recommended that clients are able and willing to 
set aside a minimum of 25% of the Investment Size (i.e. Synthetic Loan Size) to fund their accounts if so required. This 
is due to the fact that the investment strategy adopted for the Synthetic Multi-Currency Management Programme is, by 
its very nature, a long term strategy and can encounter (and has in the past) prolonged periods of adverse 
performance. Accordingly, clients are advised to ensure that the Investment Size chosen is in keeping with the long 
term characteristics of the strategy and the propensity for this to include the periods of adverse performance.   

However, irrespective of the size of the initial cash deposit made by a client, the market exposure undertaken on the 
client’s behalf by ECU shall, at all times, be governed only by the Investment Size, which is specified by the client from 
the outset and shall remain fixed. Accordingly, regardless of the amount of margin deposited, the percentage 
performance of the Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme (and hence the profit and loss on any 
account) shall be consistent with, and in proportion to, the Investment Size and not the amount of funds held in the 
margin account at any one time. 
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6.9  The Account Opening Process  

In order to gain access to ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme, a prospective client needs to 
open an account with a chosen Account Provider (see Section 9) and transfer funds (or “margin”) into that account.  
An Account Provider is a bank, broker or platform provider. Before ECU confirms the commencement of the 
discretionary management mandate to the client, ECU will need to receive:  
 

• A completed Personal Financial Questionnaire demonstrating that the client meets ECU’s suitability criteria, 
following which ECU will generate a Suitability Report that will need to be signed and returned (See Section 10 - 
“Client Suitability”);  

• A signed and completed ECU Client Agreement for Discretionary Managed Currency Account Services; and  

• Know Your Client supporting identification documentation, e.g., ID (certified copy of passport) and proof of 
address (utility bill not less than 3 months old); 

• Confirmation from the Account Provider, acknowledging ECU’s Power of Attorney and Client Authority, and 
confirmation of the amount of the Initial Cash Deposit transferred into the client’s margin trading account;  

Once an account application has been approved and all the necessary requirements and any pre-conditions of both the 
Account Provider and ECU have been met, trading exposure to the Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management 
Programme may begin.  ECU will confirm to the client when the account is ready to trade. 

Any profits or losses arising from trading positions accrue to the client’s account with the Account Provider. Account 
valuations or other information regarding the client’s account can be obtained directly from the Account Provider at 
any time. In many instances, clients will have access to live information regarding their accounts via the internet.  

7777        Risk Management Risk Management Risk Management Risk Management     

ECU places overriding importance on managing risk for all its clients across ECU’s currency and investment      
management programmes. Responsible risk management, which is continuous and on-going, is the responsibility of 
ECU’s Audit and Risk Committee which includes both executive and non-executive directors.  
 
ECU has a disciplined and responsible approach to identifying, evaluating and managing risk through a rigorous and 
comprehensive risk management process, which is reviewed periodically.   
 
ECU focuses on four categories of risk: 

Market Risk:   Risk of loss as a result of changes in market factors (i.e. news, monetary and fiscal policy  
    changes, increased market volatility, natural disasters, geopolitical events).  

Liquidity Risk:   Risks of loss due to lack of market liquidity, which reduces the ability to trade, realise fair  
    value or to finance investments.  

Credit Risk:   Risk of loss as a result of the lack of creditworthiness or failure of market counterparties.  

Operational Risk:   Risk of loss from data entry errors, fraud, systems failures and errors in valuations and/or  
    risk measurement models.  

7.1  Market Risk  

ECU’s investment process uses risk management techniques, where considered appropriate, in order to help support 
ECU’s aim of achieving its investment objectives and desired entry and exit levels on trading strategies.  
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These techniques may include the following:  

Hard stop-loss levels:  Levels at which an order is either placed in the market or under the control of ECU’s  
    dealers. A breach of a certain level will result, in normal market conditions, in the automatic 
    execution of an order to open, close or alter the position risk or currency composition of a 
    strategy.   

Review levels:  Levels set for review by the Investment Team. These levels (often placed with FX 
counterparty banks) can be adjusted at any time by the Investment Team and act as a “heads 
up“ alert warning for the trading team that certain price levels have been attained.  Upon 
notification of a review level having been reached in the market, the trading team will ensure 
that the Investment Team responsible for the strategy are informed immediately (day or 
night) so that a decision may be taken with regard to the position in question. 

Target levels:   Initial target objective levels are identified prior to the new position being taken, and these  
    are reviewed periodically. At times, especially when trading in range bound markets, this may 
    incorporate placing automatic take profit orders in the market at certain technical levels of  
    support or resistance.   

ECU tends to use stop-loss orders and review levels as a discipline for exiting market positions when a position is 
moving negatively, as a safeguard against severe unanticipated events. Hard stop-loss levels are not usually adjusted 
further away from the prevailing market price after the inception of a trade, in the absence of exceptional market 
conditions, but there may be conditions when the Head of Trading and/or Investment Team may consider it to be 
appropriate to do so.  There are times and market conditions when automated stop-loss orders may be considered to 
act to the detriment of client's interest. The use or otherwise of stop-loss and other orders in the market remains, at all 
times, at the absolute discretion of the Investment Team, subject to any overriding restriction  or limits imposed by 
ECU’s CIO, in line with the Company's Risk Management Policy set out and overseen by the ECU’s Audit and Risk 
Committee. Responsibility for the management oversight and execution of hard stop-losses rests with the Head of 
Trading.   

7.2  Liquidity Risk  

The Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme trades in traditionally the most liquid of all markets, 
foreign exchange, and the most liquid currencies within such. 

ECU’s relationships with a broad range of FX counterparties ensure 24 hour access to market news.  

ECU is able to monitor market liquidity continuously through its network of FX counterparties. 

7.3  Credit Risk  

ECU only transacts with Account Providers that are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(“FCA”), or by an equivalent financial regulator in the Account Provider’s country of domicile, where there also exists 
access to a suitable compensation scheme in the event of a default. 

7.4  Operational Risk  

ECU carries out regular position reconciliation with its Account Providers.  

ECU ensures that only authorised personnel can trade.  

ECU backs up all trade data and other critical information to servers at a fully operational and secure disaster recovery 
site outside London and has a comprehensive and robust Business Continuity Plan in case of severe business disruption. 

The Investment Team has 24 hour access to Account Providers.  
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8888        Discretionary Management Discretionary Management Discretionary Management Discretionary Management     

 
Whilst we draw on a full range of investment principles and methodologies, we maintain, as distinct from many, an 
overriding discretionary control over our management programmes.  Clients mandate ECU to act as a discretionary 
manager via a limited Power of Attorney and, in accordance with this mandate, ECU will operate with full and absolute 
discretion at all times.   
 
We believe that the progressive, hands on engagement of our investment process by high calibre and fully accountable 
investment professionals, subject to appropriate risk management protocols, is preferable to a number of rigid or 
systematic processes which have become increasingly susceptible to swift over-replication and market exploitation.  
 
This means that all currency trading decisions and any risk management tools (that may or may not be adopted on 
individual trading strategies) are made at the absolute and sole discretion of ECU’s Investment Team, in line with 
market developments.  Specifically, ECU is under no obligation, contractually or otherwise, to (and does not) operate 
any systematic, fixed or formulaic model in respect of its discretionary mandates.  Instead, ECU operates within an 
established risk management framework and set of agreed procedures that are monitored and controlled in accordance 
with the Risk Management Policies set out by ECU’s Audit and Risk Committee.     

Discretionary management does not allow clients to influence trading decisions or to request that specific currency 
trades are either made or not made. Trading decisions are not discussed with clients before they are made, as would 
happen with an advisory service. This discretionary management service is not suitable if a client wants to discuss and 
influence trading decisions or wants to approve trades prior to their execution. 

ECU will manage foreign currency exposure on an aggregated “portfolio basis”. In other words, all clients’ accounts held 
with each respective Account Provider in each Base Currency for each management programme are traded together. 
ECU does not trade managed margin accounts individually.   

Clients are not able to trade their accounts or amend the composition or size of trading positions in any way when the 
Power of Attorney in ECU’s favour remains in place.   

Clients are able to give notice to terminate ECU’s mandate at any time, subject to the conditions in the Client 
Agreement for Discretionary Managed Currency Account Services and any terms contained in their agreements with 
their Account Providers. Such termination will usually become effective upon or before the expiry of four clear business 
days written notice given by the client to ECU. 

 

9999        Account Providers Account Providers Account Providers Account Providers     

9.1  Selection of Account Provider  

There are a number of banks, brokers and platform providers (“Account Providers”) that offer margin trading facilities 
and platforms on which ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme can be “hosted”. ECU has 
relationships with a number of such Account Providers.  

The terms and service offered will vary between Account Providers and clients will need to consider which platform 
best suits their individual requirements.  Specific details and terms are available directly from the Account Providers.   
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9.2  Key considerations  

Aside from dealing spreads and other account charges, clients may wish to consider the following factors when 
choosing their Account Provider: 

 

10101010        Client SuitabilityClient SuitabilityClient SuitabilityClient Suitability    

10.1  Margin Trading  

Trading on margin means that any market movement will have a magnified effect on the funds deposited in a margin 
trading account.  Leverage can work against clients as well as in their favour. As the financial outcome is determined by 
the price movement on all open positions, which could have an aggregate value up to that of the Investment Size, 
losses can exceed the initial cash sum or any additional margin deposited in the account. As a client could sustain a loss 
in excess of their initial cash deposit or margin (plus any additional margin added thereafter), a Managed Currency 
Account that utilises any form of leverage should only be funded with risk capital, i.e. funds that are not necessary to the 
survival or well being of a client.  

10.2  Client Suitability 

Managed Currency Accounts involved in trading on margin are high risk and are not suitable for everyone. It is 
important that clients do not open a Managed Currency Account without fully understanding and accepting all the 
associated risks. The Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme should only be considered by investors 
who can afford to take the risks associated with the strategy and, where leverage is to be employed, the corresponding 
magnification of those risks. In line with the characteristics of the Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management 
Programme strategy, it is recommended that clients are willing and able to withstand adverse periods in performance 
which may result in losses equivalent to some 25% - 30% of Investment Size.  
 
As part of its client acceptance process, ECU conducts thorough suitability assessments on prospective clients in 
accordance with FCA rules.  In addition, ECU may agree to provide investment advice to its clients but such advice will 
be limited to ECU’s products. Should a prospective ECU retail client require whole of market advice, it is 
recommended that the advice of an appropriately qualified independent financial adviser should be obtained.  ECU will 
ensure that the prospective client meets ECU’s suitability criteria in respect of the discretionary investment 
management services to be provided and will require the client to sign and return ECU’s Suitability Report before the 
Managed Currency Account can be traded.   

 Base Currency GBP, USD, EUR 

 Currencies traded USD, EUR, JPY, GBP, AUD, CAD 

 Investment Size Fixed at outset and does not vary unless the client requests a 
change and provides any additional margin that may be required. 

 Regulatory Body FCA or EEA authorising body or equivalent regulatory authority in 
the applicable country in which the Account Provider operates and 
is subject to regulatory oversight.      

 Agreements Agreements written under English Law 

 Notice Period 4 working days notice 

 Underlying Investment Instrument FX forward or rolling spot transactions 

 Platform Viewer Clients can see all open positions and cash balances in real time 

 Trade Allocations ECU trades in a block account which then allocates the appropriate 
percentage of the block trade proportionately to each of the      
underlying client accounts 

 Financial Services Compensation Scheme A participant in the Financial Services Compensation Scheme or 
overseas country equivalent  
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Before opening a Managed Currency Account, an ECU client relationship manager will discuss with the client the risks 
associated with margin trading and provide information regarding ECU’s discretionary currency management services.   

10.3  Typical Client Profile 

The typical client profile will include all or most of the following:  

Net worth (excluding main residence) exceeding £500,000 (or currency equivalent) 

The total margin considered for investment into the programme not representing more than 25% of 
client’s investible liquid assets 

Minimum principal earner’s income over £100,000 per annum (or currency equivalent) 

Speculative risk appetite and a high risk tolerance 

Sound investment experience or knowledge 

Client looking to invest “risk capital” (i.e. funds not necessary to the survival or well-being of the client.)  

10.4  Client Categorisation 

All prospective individual private clients will be categorised and treated as a “Retail Client” (as defined under the rules 
of The Financial Conduct Authority) unless otherwise agreed by ECU and the client.  A client may be treated as a “Per 
Se Professional Client” or an “Elective Professional Client” if the requirements set out under The Financial Conduct 
Authority rules have been met.  Under the UK regulatory system, Professional Clients receive a lower level of 
protection than that afforded to Retail Clients. 

10.5  Client Reporting and Market Commentary 

Most Account Providers allow their clients to view their accounts online. Clients should investigate and ensure that they 
are familiar with their Account Provider’s reporting process and accessibility to real-time account information. Clients 
(or their financial advisers/intermediaries) should contact their preferred Account Provider directly for full information. 
ECU’s market commentary is available on the company’s website and ECU releases periodic publications such as 
monthly newsletters and trade bulletins. 

11111111        Charges and FeesCharges and FeesCharges and FeesCharges and Fees    

11.1  Setting-up Costs 

There are typically no setting-up fees with Managed Currency Accounts, although a client’s financial adviser may charge 
a fee for providing financial advice. 

11.2  Cost of Trading 

ECU trades directly with the Account Provider and clients will typically pay a bid/offer “spread” to the Account Provider 
on each transaction undertaken by ECU.  The Account Provider will also typically levy a daily “financing charge” for the 
leveraged positions held. Clients are advised to ensure that these spreads and any financing charges are fully disclosed 
by their Account Provider at the outset and that these are fully understood. These charges  may vary between different 
Account Providers.  

11.3  ECU Fees 

As part of the Client Agreement, the client agrees that all management fees due to ECU (and performance fees, if 
generated) will be debited directly from the client’s account with the Account Provider.  Fees will be subject to VAT (if 
applicable).  ECU will provide a quarterly statement to each client showing the computation of fees due and/or paid. 
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11.4  Management Fees 

The definition of the calculation of the Management Fee will be the same regardless of the Account Provider used.   

The ECU Management Fee is calculated on the Investment Size and not on what Initial Cash Deposit or subsequent 
funds are invested into the client’s account with the Account Provider.   

The management fee shall become due at the end of each calendar month and is payable in the client’s nominated 
Base Currency. 

The monthly Management Fee is calculated as one twelfth of the Annual Management Fee payable plus any applicable 
VAT.  ECU adopts a banded Annual Management Fee scale, depending upon the Investment Size desired by the client.  
The larger the mandate, the lower the overall percentage Annual Management Fee applicable.   

ECU’s banded Annual Management Fee scale is set out below:  

The Investment Size (i.e. Synthetic Loan Size) is designated by the client at the outset and remains unchanged during 
the mandate unless altered by the client by informing ECU in writing and submitting the appropriate form, subject to 
ECU’s suitability assessment. The Management Fee is unaffected by changes in the amount of cash resources held in the 
client’s account and any realised or unrealised profits and losses. 

The Management Fee is payable regardless of ECU’s performance under the Client Agreement.   

The Management Fee is payable monthly, in arrears, and will not be repayable, cancelled or rebated on or after the 
date on which it falls due to be paid. 

11.5  Performance Fees  

ECU’s Performance Fee is calculated as 20% (plus VAT, if applicable) of the Net Profit achieved on the account from 
inception to the date when the Performance Fee is due, which is normally at the end of each calendar quarter, less any 
Performance Fee (excluding VAT) already paid.   

This methodology ensures that ECU does not get paid for recouping previous losses but only for new profits earned 
over and above the previous highest level of profitability (“high water mark”) at which point a previous performance fee 
was charged.  

Net Profit is calculated, starting at the inception of the account, as the gross realised profits, less realised losses, plus 
unrealised profits, less unrealised losses (i.e. all gains and losses on open and closed transactions since inception as 
calculated at the end of each quarterly billing period), less any Management Fees paid on the account since inception 
(excluding VAT).  A positive figure represents Net Profit.  All open positions are valued in the Base Currency using the 
exchange rates applicable at the end of each quarter.  

Base Currency 

GBP  ≤  £1m > £1m ≤ £5m > £5m ≤ £10m > £10m  

EUR ≤  €1.35m > €1.35m ≤ €6.75m > €6.75m ≤ €13.5m > €13.5m  

USD ≤  $1.75m > $1.75m ≤ $8.75m > $8.75m ≤ $17.5m > $17.5m  

Annual  

Management Fee  1% 0.85%  0.75% 0.65% 

Investment Size (i.e. Synthetic Loan Size) 
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Any quarterly Performance Fee due shall be debited from the client’s account with the Account Provider and paid to 
ECU by the Account Provider, in accordance with the Client Agreement for Discretionary Managed Currency Account 
Services.  A statement showing the computation of any Performance Fee due and/or paid will be sent to the client. 

12121212        Opening a Managed Currency AccountOpening a Managed Currency AccountOpening a Managed Currency AccountOpening a Managed Currency Account    

  Opening a Managed Currency Account is a straightforward three-step process: 

12.1  Step One:   Step One:   Step One:   Step One:   Account Opening Documentation and Process 

Prospective clients will be required to attend a meeting or telephone conference call with an ECU client relationship 
manager who will discuss ECU’s discretionary currency management services and the Key Facts of the Synthetic Multi-
Currency Debt Management Programme. Information about ECU, our investment philosophy and process, the risks of 
trading on margin, how a Managed Currency Account works and ECU’s Management Fee and Performance Fee 
calculations will be given and discussed.     

As part of the client take-on process ECU will require the following documentation:  

Private Clients 

♦ Anti-Money Laundering documentation: Certified copy of passport and original utility bill dated within the 
last three months. 

♦ Personal Financial Questionnaire (ECU will complete this with the client and then issue a Suitability Report 
which the client will need to sign and return, confirming that the financial information recorded is correct). 

♦ Client Agreement for Discretionary Managed Currency Account Services. 

Corporate Clients 

♦ Money Laundering documentation for at least two Directors. 

♦ Certified copy of the company’s Certificate of Incorporation and Memorandum & Articles of Association. 

♦ Original Board Minutes duly signed off by the acting Chairman and Company Secretary confirming ECU’s 
appointment and authorising a minimum of two officers to act on behalf of the company in all the 
company’s dealings with ECU. 

♦ Accounts for the last three years, if applicable, or other financial statements as may be requested. 

♦ ECU’s Corporate Client Agreement for Discretionary Managed Currency Account Services.. 

ECU’s Client Agreement for Discretionary Managed Currency Account Services  

To open an Individual or Corporate Account, a Joint Account or a SIPP Account, the client will need to enter into a 
Client Agreement with ECU, authorising ECU to manage the account with the nominated Account Provider on the 
client’s behalf under a limited Power of Attorney (as provided by ECU).   

The client will need to select the Base or Benchmark Currency (EUR, GBP or USD) to be adopted, the desired 
Investment Size and the Initial Cash Deposit (also known as Margin) to be deposited with the Account Provider.  The 
Initial Cash Deposit will be determined by the initial leverage factor agreed between the client and ECU.  Depending 
on the client’s own risk appetite, ECU’s requirements and the terms of the Account Provider, this is usually set at a 
minimum level of between 10% to 25% of the chosen Investment Size.  SIPP Accounts may impose certain limits on 
the amount of leverage permitted. 
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ECU’s Client Administration team will send to the Account Provider where the account is to be held, a certified copy 
of the Power of Attorney and the original of the Authority to the Account Provider form (as provided by ECU). ECU 
will then generate a Confirmation of Authority which represents the Account Provider’s acknowledgement of having 
received both the Power of Attorney and the Authority to the Account Provider forms. 

12.2  Step Two:   Step Two:   Step Two:   Step Two:   Risk Assessment, Suitability & Classification  

ECU will assess Client Suitability and will require a completed a Personal Financial Questionnaire (PFQ). The     
information may either be provided over the phone (all ECU land lines are recorded) but preferably at the client 
meeting.  In either case, the client will be required to review and sign the PFQ, once completed.  

The PFQ will record information on the client’s investment experience, financial position, the proposed investment 
term, risk profile and investment objectives to ensure that they are compatible with opening a Managed Currency 
Account in order to gain access to ECU’s Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management Programme. 

12.3  Step Three:   Step Three:   Step Three:   Step Three:   Margin Account Application Form  

ECU does not hold client money; all cash and open positions are held in, and traded through, a client’s account at the 
client’s nominated Account Provider.  If a client already has a margin account with an Account Provider with whom 
ECU provides Managed Currency Account services, the client will need to enter the Account Provider’s details on 
ECU’s Client Agreement for Discretionary Managed Currency Account Services.  If a client does not have a relationship 
with an Account Provider, ECU can provide information about Account Providers with whom ECU operates Managed 
Currency Accounts.  Once the client has selected an Account Provider, the appropriate account opening forms will 
need to be completed.   

When the account has been opened the client will need to fund the account with the minimum Initial Cash Deposit, 
usually between 10% and 25% of the agreed Investment Size, depending upon the type of account and the Account 
Provider’s terms. On receipt of cleared funds into the account, a signed and completed Client Agreement for 
Discretionary Managed Currency Account Services and satisfactory supporting documentation, ECU will confirm to the 
client the commencement of its services via a welcome letter. As part of the welcome letter, the client will be advised 
of the basis upon which ECU is proceeding and confirm the elements documented in the PFQ. 

13131313        Risk Warnings and FCA RegulationsRisk Warnings and FCA RegulationsRisk Warnings and FCA RegulationsRisk Warnings and FCA Regulations 

13.1  Regulatory Status  

ECU is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). It is our understanding that any currency 
management service provided by ECU in respect of accounts that incorporates the use of margin trading (involving the 
use of forward or rolling spot foreign exchange transactions, futures, options, derivatives or any other transactions that 
are determined as being an “investment of a specified kind” under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) is 
deemed to be a “regulated activity” as defined by the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended).  
Accordingly in these instances, our management services shall fall within the jurisdiction of the FCA, the Financial 
Ombudsman Service and the Financial Services Compensation Scheme.  

13.2  Taxation Guidelines  

For clients who are resident in the UK for tax purposes, UK taxation guidelines will apply, which will include (for private 
individuals) capital gains tax treatment for any gains (or losses) realised.  For clients who are resident in the UK for tax 
purposes, ECU’s fees will be subject to Value Added Tax (VAT) at the prevailing rate. However, tax treatment will 
differ according to the country in which clients reside for tax purposes and their individual circumstances and may be 
subject to change in the future. There are also different tax regimes for private individuals, corporate clients, trusts and 
institutions. ECU is unable to give tax advice. Clients should obtain independent advice on their individual tax position 
from their tax advisor. 
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13.3  Investment Advice 
 
As part of its client acceptance process, ECU conducts suitability assessments on prospective clients in accordance with 
FCA rules.  In addition, ECU may agree to provide investment advice to its clients but such advice will be limited to 
ECU’s products. Should a prospective ECU retail client require “whole of market” or general investment advice, it is 
recommended that the advice of an appropriately qualified independent financial adviser should be obtained. 

13.4  Risk Warnings  

This document is issued and has been approved by ECU.  It is produced for information purposes only and does not 
constitute an offer to buy or a solicitation to sell nor shall it form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever 
or any investment advice. The main risk warnings appertaining to the Synthetic Multi-Currency Debt Management 
Programme are as follows: 

a) Past performance is not a guide to future performance.  

b) Market price movements can be sudden and substantial and a client must be able to tolerate a sizeable loss.  

c) Clients should not open a Managed Currency Account if they are not able to afford the potential losses that could   
result from adverse price movements in the investment instruments traded. 

d) The value of your investments may go down as well as up.  Adverse changes in exchange rates may decrease the 
Base Currency value of the Account. Investors may not get back the amount they originally invested and, when trading 
on margin, may be called upon to pay additional sums by way of a Margin Call.   

e) ECU Managed Currency Accounts involve clients determining a desired Investment Size for purposes of gauging the 
desired financial exposure to the adopted management programme. It shall be the Investment Size, as specified by each 
client, that shall govern the size of trading positions executed for and on behalf of the client’s account and no 
consideration whatsoever shall be given by ECU to the amount of cash resources or margin that remains deposited 
and available on the client’s account with the Account Provider.  ECU shall, at all times, allocate trades executed in 
proportion to the client’s stated Investment Size and it shall remain the responsibility of all clients to ensure that they 
have sufficient cash resources (i.e. margin) available in their accounts with the Account Provider at all times. 

f) Managed margin trading accounts are “leveraged” accounts and are, by their very nature, higher risk than fully funded 
investments.  Margin    refers to the amount required as a deposit to open a trading position.  Leverage refers to where a 
smaller amount of money is used to generate larger trading positions. The Investment Size is fixed at the outset and 
thus the degree of underlying leverage adopted within the account thereafter (in relation to the cash resources or 
margin available in the account at any one time) will vary accordingly, as a result of profits made or losses sustained.  

g) An adverse movement in exchange rates could lead to the requirement of a client to post additional margin on 
demand.  Any failure to do so will mean that the client’s bank, broker or platform provider (“Account Provider”) will 
have the right to close any open positions, which may result in an overdrawn balance which the client will be obligated 
to settle immediately.  

h) As with all margin or leveraged accounts it is possible to incur significant losses and for such losses to be greater than 
the margin held in the account at any one time. The use of leverage means that the impact of even small price 
movements is greatly intensified and whilst this can mean increased profits, such small price movements can also lead to 
substantial losses. 

i) Managed Currency Accounts that utilise margin or leveraged trading are only suitable for experienced and 
sophisticated investors who fully understand and accept that while the effects of gains are magnified, so are the effects 
of losses. Managed Currency Accounts may not be suitable for a particular client. If there is any doubt as to the 
understanding of the risks involved, or the suitability for trading in the investment instruments envisaged within a 
Managed Currency Account, prospective clients should consult their independent financial advisers.  

J) Clients should consider not only their personal appetite for risk, but also their capacity to sustain substantial loss 
which could affect their personal financial viability or standard of living. 

If you have any questions any of the information provided herein, then please contact us on (44) 20 7399 4600 or by 
email at enquiries@ecugroup.com  Please note that for compliance purposes telephone calls may be recorded. 

©The ECU Group plc 2013                                                                                                       
E&OE 
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